What is Happening?

- Significantly decreased snowfall amounts S and E of I-95.
  - A quicker and farther north transition to mixed precipitation and rain.
  - Transition working north through NYC and LI this morning
- Blizzard Warnings have been downgraded to Winter Storm Warning across portions of SE LI
- Moderate coastal flood impacts Today
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hazard</th>
<th>Impacts</th>
<th>Timing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Heavy Snow      | • 18-24” NE NJ/Hud Valley/SW CT  
• Snowfall rates of 2-4”/hr.  
• 6-16” NY/NJ Metro…lowest S & E  
• 4-10” Coastal LI/CT…lowest S & E  
• Transition Underway | Into this Afternoon                       |
| Wind            | • 40 to 55 mph gusts…isolated 60 mph E LI/SE CT  
• Potential for power outages | This morning into Afternoon                 |
| Coastal Flooding| • Moderate impacts across W LI Sound, Lower NY/NJ Harbor, and Bays of NYC/LI | This morning into early afternoon high tide cycle |
| Marine          | • Wind gusts of 45-60 KT  
• Seas 15’-20’ on the ocean and 5 to 10’ on the Sound | This morning into this Afternoon            |

Dangerous Travel Conditions for AM commute!  
Whiteout Conditions with several roads likely impassable along and N&W of I-95!
Blizzard Conditions along and N & W of I-95 into this Afternoon

Damaging wind gusts expected for E LI and SE CT

Moderate Coastal Impacts with Morning/Afternoon tidal cycle
This is the last powerpoint briefing for this event

Maintain Your Situational Awareness

Monitor  www.weather.gov/nyc